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To Quit Shea from Harold Weisberg, JFK assassination records appeals 6/30/79 7“ Dallas and New OUfeans records a lilegible copies 
Oswald and IRS records 

While the volumo of Dallas (100=10461 ) bulicys to which this: relates is not ey 
~ daentifiea in the copy provided to me it appears to be 1B15, Part 1, Section 3, . ~ a 
fees) the additions to the cover I believe were added ces 

“A copy of the list of records was sent to New Orleans, where it is £00-16601- 
: 1428, Volume 2, | 

While notations were added to the Dallas copy, otherwise the two lists are: ababhioake 
Some of the copies that are of interest to ‘me are illegible. In part this. appears 

‘te Come from the use of” bhotographic copies rather than the original for the initial : 
SIZE Pee xeroxing and then from re-xeroxing, Other problens can be attributed to , Teductionas a 

Part of this appeal is for lei bie. copiess’. ne ' 

° #188 (in an-earlier volume) is described. as "Pass dated 5/58 in mame Sgt, Oswald. 

‘sidering that lee Harvey is not an Oswald ho from the available 
4 

“ oe mess is hnad corrected to "NCO on thd, Dallas COPY. 

records was a sergeant. Doth: 

#205 is only "DELETED." This does not méan skipped and idan is no ‘claim to any 

éxanistion. There also is no description. (Also earlier voto ) 

(#274 is "Letter by Lee H, Oswald to Federal Income Tax." It is completely illegible, 
Oswald's income tax forms are withheld; which is normal, However, with his death so 

c long ago and - believe with other tax returns being dasclosed, I appeal the withholding 
0 1 his tax returns, in part because there is no dependable accounting of his income, 
miler the Commission conjectured about, and in part because any* barns seer Anaene, no 

“matter how slight, could be of considerable importance. 

fs 331 and 338 are some of GeWald's anti—Comaunist political writings. I would like ’ 
et have them for archival purposes and to be able to read copies that | are as 5. legible as Pon possible. Xeroxoes made from clear copies will be legible.


